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our executive
As I reflect on 2019 with perspective informed by ‘2020’ vision, one thing is clear: even as COVID-19
changes much of the world around us, it does not change the fact that Results Canada’s mission,
values, and purpose remain as relevant today as they were when the seeds of Results were first
planted 40 years ago.
Results Canada’s many dedicated volunteers have long advocated against the devastating effects
of inequity – and called for more resources for the high-impact initiatives that make the biggest
difference. In 2019, we saw that work culminate in a significant win for the world – when Canada
committed a record-breaking CAD $930.4 million to the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis
and Malaria. That investment alone will help save 16 million lives. Although times are uncertain,
our power is not. Thank you to our volunteers, Board, staff, donors, parliamentary champions, and
partners around the world for continuing to join us in the fight for a world free of extreme poverty.
Chris Dendys, Executive Director
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our board
As Chair of Results Canada’s Board of Directors, I want to thank our staff, our national network of
grassroots volunteers, our Board, our partners, and our donors, for their continued dedication to
our mission.
As I reflect on Results’ work in 2019 - from securing important new investments in aid to creating
new tools to empower volunteers to take action - I continue to be inspired by their commitment and
our collective achievements.
That determination to secure progress may be more important now than ever as the COVID-19
pandemic threatens to reverse hard-won gains on so many of the issues Results volunteers have
campaigned on for decades. From child survival to tuberculosis (TB), malnutrition to education,
now more than ever we need to continue to speak out in support of a healthier, equitable, and
more resilient world for all.
Thank you again for your ongoing support and commitment to Results.
Randy Rudolph, Board Chair
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our impact
2019 brought exciting wins in the
fight to end extreme poverty

Fighting AIDS, Tuberculosis & Malaria

Federal Election 2019
Leading up to the federal election
in October 2019, we met with
candidates, attended debates, and
engaged with the media to keep
development on the minds of
political parties.

Our campaign to fully fund the Global Fund to Fight AIDS,
Tuberculosis and Malaria launched in January 2019,
resulting in a Canadian commitment of an unprecedented
amount of CAD $930.4 million in August.

#VaccinesWork
Our #VaccinesWork campaign that
launched in November 2019 culminated
with an announcement (May 2020) by
Canada of their commitment of CAD $600
million over 5 years to Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance and CAD $190 million over 4
years for the Global Polio Eradication
Initiative (GPEI).

With the deadline of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) less
than 10 years away, there is lots of work left to do and major issues
that need to be addressed if we’re going to successfully end extreme
poverty in the coming decade. Now more than ever, it is critical
that we leave no one behind by ensuring that people have access
to adequate health services, safe environments and secure food
systems.
Thanks to the incredible efforts by volunteers in 2019, Canada made
strong commitments to ensure people living in poverty have access
to the health, education and opportunity they need to thrive. With
the ever-present dedication and passion from everyday people who
raise their voices, we are hopeful at Results Canada for continued
progress with high-impact investments that will make a world free of
poverty possible. See our Parliamentarian’s Year in Review for more
exciting impact from 2019!
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our power - our volunteers!
Behind the scenes of big, high-impact announcements from the Canadian federal government are a group of dedicated, passionate and
tireless volunteers from all across Canada that give of their time freely to collaborate with others to create a better world for all. They are
the driving force behind our campaigns and play a vital role by taking actions to get letters published in the media, meet with Members
of Parliament, spread awareness on social media, and so much more! Results volunteers speak from the heart and communicate to the
government about the issues they care most about. Merging commitment and passion with education and action, our volunteers are making
a real difference.
In 2019, Results Canada volunteers:

Sent 370+
letters and
emails to
Members of
Parliament

Engaged
with 65
different
Members of
Parliament

Had 30
meetings with
Members of
Parliament

Published
230 Letters to
the Editor in
113 different
papers across
Canada

Took to social
media with
countless
tweets and
posts

Thanks to these actions and the relationships built with Members of Parliament across political parties, the power of Results volunteers is
undeniable and crucial in generating the political will to end extreme poverty. Thank you!

our organization
Results Canada is a nonprofit organization of passionate everyday
people committed to raising our voices for a world without extreme
poverty. We are united by the belief that no one should suffer from
preventable disease or lack of opportunities because of where they
were born.
We educate and advocate to influence Canadian government
decision makers to leverage resources for programs and improved
policies that give people living in poverty the health, education and
opportunity they need to thrive. Since we began nearly 30 years ago,
we have seen extreme poverty cut in half.

Using effective strategies, tools, and tactics, we raise our voices
together to hold decision makers accountable to make anti-poverty
solutions a reality. Our volunteers are empowered people from
across Canada - students, professionals, retirees - who aren’t looking
for recognition, but rather want to make a difference in the lives of
other people. Through commitment and passion, Results volunteers
take on the kind of work that a lobbyist or public relations pro might
- but with the authenticity and credibility of everyday people driven
by a mission, not by profit.
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our financials
We are a nonprofit organization that is independent of any government funding. Our power lies in our people – especially our volunteers
who are the unsung heroes. Together, we are committed to raising our voices for a world free of extreme poverty.

donations
$24,682

other
$59,240

sub-grants
$809,815

revenue
$893,737

Email us to receive our fully audited financial statements

activities
$103,218

administration
$16,648
staffing
$609,713

equipment
$98,536

expenses
$909,115

thank you!

905-280 Albert St.
Ottawa, ON
K1P 5G8

tel: 613.562.9240
toll free: 1.855.807.8485
resultscanada.ca

